Rising Star Games and Rat King Release TRI on Steam for PC, Mac,
and Linux
Discover the true secret of the Fox God in this beautiful first-person puzzle adventure
Los Angeles - October 9, 2014 - Step into the topsy-turvy world of the Odd Gods. Rising Star
Games and Rat King Entertainment today announced that their thought-provoking first-person
puzzle adventure, TRI, is now available for download on Steam for PC, Mac, and Linux.
In the world of the Odd Gods, players will experience a mind-bending first-person adventure like
no other as they discover the magical power of the TRI. By creating magical triangles that can
be used to solve puzzles and traverse the landscape, players can hunt for mystical totems and
master a wide range of fantastic abilities such as reflecting light, scaling sheer heights and even
defying gravity!
To celebrate the launch of TRI, a new trailer has been released, and is available on the Rising
Star Games YouTube channel at www.youtube.com/watch?v=pC0f-PnHEyQ.
Download the "TRI Release Trailer" directly:
http://mmpr.com/MMPRFTP/FTP_Folders/Rising_Star_Games/TRI/Trailers/TRI_Release_Traile
r.zip
With every twist of a corridor, every raised stairway, every new floor of towers and dungeons in
the Odd Gods' world, TRI will continuously challenge players to be creative with the power of
the TRI and to think outside of the box in order to find new ways to overcome seemingly
impossible obstacles. Only the best, most skillful masters of the TRI will get to meet the fox god
himself!
TRI Key Features





Create TRIs - magical triangles - and use them to solve puzzles, cross gaps, and defy
gravity by walk on walls and ceilings
Collect hidden totems to complete levels and uncover the powers of the Odd Gods
Explore beautifully realized towers, mystical dungeons, and mesmerizing floating worlds
Push your powers of spatial awareness and creativity to the absolute limit

For more information on TRI, please visit the official game site: www.TRI-Game.com

For more information on all Rising Star Games titles, please visit the official site:
www.risingstargames.com
About Rat King Entertainment
Rat King is a small game studio from Germany, and the short form for Jana Reinhardt and
Friedrich Hanisch. They essentially create weird virtual experiences that aspire to offer players
more freedom than walking through the usual gameplay tubes. The Rat King's emphasis lies on
mainstream-incompatible designs, atmosphere and characters... and sometimes on plain
madness.
About Rising Star Games
Now in its 10th year of operating, Rising Star Games is a privately held video games publisher
with a truly global reach. The company publishes video game entertainment across all
significant games console platforms from Sony, Microsoft, Nintendo and Steam. A line up of
new product releases across 2014 and 2015 alongside an existing catalog of more than 100
gaming titles places the company at the very center of the markets.
For more information, please visit www.risingstargames.com.
Twitter: www.twitter.com/RisingStarGames
Facebook: www.facebook.com/RisingStarGames
YouTube: www.youtube.com/RisingStarGames
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